We apply a machine learning algorithm, the artificial neural network, to the search for gravitational-wave signals associated with short gamma-ray bursts. The multi-dimensional samples consisting of data corresponding to the statistical and physical quantities from the coherent search pipeline are fed into the artificial neural network to distinguish simulated gravitational-wave signals from background noise artifacts. Our result shows that the data classification efficiency at a fixed false alarm probability is improved by the artificial neural network in comparison to the conventional detection statistic. Therefore, this algorithm increases the distance at which a gravitational-wave signal could be observed in coincidence with a gamma-ray burst. In order to demonstrate the performance, we also evaluate a few seconds of gravitational-wave data segment using the trained networks and obtain the false alarm probability. We suggest that the artificial neural network can be a complementary method to the conventional detection statistic for identifying gravitational-wave signals related to the short gamma-ray bursts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are the most energetic electromagnetic events among various observable astronomical phenomena in the Universe. GRBs are very frequent events, as we observe them more or less once a day in isotropic spatial distribution [1] . In general, all observed GRBs can be classified in two categories, long and short, by a characteristic duration time, T 90 , 1 of the gamma-ray flashes. If the T 90 of a GRB is longer or shorter than 2 seconds, 2 it is classified as a long or short GRB, respectively. The most plausible scenario for the progenitor of long GRBs is a stellar collapse of a massive star to (i) a black hole with a forming accretion disk or (ii) a highly magnetized neutron star [3] . In contrast, for short GRBs, it is believed that the inspiral merging process of a compact binary system composed of at least one neutron star such as a binary neutron star (BNS) or a neutron star-black hole binary (NS-BH) is the most viable progenitor model [4, 5] .
The progenitor of short GRBs has been considered as one of the most promising sources of gravitational-waves (GWs) [6] that can be detected by the ground-based GW detectors such as the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) [7] in the U.S. and Virgo [8] in Italy. Indeed, the LIGO scientific collaboration and the Virgo collaboration * kmkim82@hanyang.ac.kr 1 It is defined by the time taken to accumulate 90% of the burst fluence starting at 5% of fluence level. 2 This fiducial time has been determined from the statistical distribution of observed duration times for BATSE sample. Note that T 90 = 0.8 seconds is used to distinguish between collapsar and non-collapsar progenitors for Swift sample [2] .
have conducted searches for GW signals from compact binary coalescences (CBCs) related to short GRBs (or CBC-GRB searches in short) with the data taken from two recent joint runs [9] [10] [11] . The data of the first joint search [9] were taken from the fifth LIGO science run (S5) and the first Virgo science run (VSR1) and the data of the second search [10] were taken from the sixth LIGO science run (S6) and the second and third Virgo science runs (VSR2 and VSR3). On the other hand, the third joint search [11] used the data obtained from both joint runs, S5/VSR1 and S6/VSR2,3, together. To try to observe relevant GW signals, the search pipelines for those previous searches use a matched filtering method [12] with template waveforms [13] . From the matched filtering, the search pipeline finds events which are highly correlated to the template waveforms by calculating the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). When events in more than one detecter have an SNR that exceeds a predetermined search threshold, the events are recorded as a trigger. A trigger is characterized by several statistical quantities, for example, the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) in individual detectors, combined SNR statistics , values of various signal consistency tests, and other variants of them which are used for other consistency tests (refer to Ref. [14] for details). Thus, a trigger is characterized by a multidimensional vector of values.
In the recent CBC-GRB searches, two different ranking methods, a likelihood ratio [9] and a detection statistic [14] were calculated to classify whether a trigger is more likely to be caused by either a real GW signal radiated from an expected astrophysical source or a noise artifact originated by non-Gaussian and non-stationary noises coming from instruments and/or environments. The classification was done by the estimation of the false alarm probability (FAP) of a trigger based on the value of its detection statistic. The FAP of Table I . The second column is showing the list of GW detectors which were in a full operation for each GRB. From the third to fifth column we summarize the antenna factors [15, 16] of each detector for '+' and '×' polarizations of expected GWs with pairing them in parentheses such as (F+, F×). We present each detector's antenna response, F, which is defined by F = (F the triggers related to short GRBs were consistent with background; no evidence of GW signals in the GW data was found related to the considered short GRBs.
Over recent decades, various machine learning algorithms (MLAs) such as artificial neural networks (ANN) [17, 18] , random forests of bagged decision trees [19, 20] , and support vector machines [21, 22] have been developed and evolved to analyze multi-dimensional data efficiently. Application of MLAs to many problems including several GW related searches [23] [24] [25] [26] have shown good classification performances for their nonlinear multi-dimensional data. Specifically, in this work, we investigate the feasibility of applying ANNs to the CBC-GRB search as a new way of ranking a trigger. Moreover, we explore the possibility of the ANN as a potential method of improving the classification efficiency. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we summarize the data preparation. In Sec. III, we introduce the basics of the ANN employed in this work, summarize the methodology of our investigation, and discuss the classification performance test. In Sec. IV, we present the results of our application of ANNs in terms of the detection sensitivity as a function of distance and the evaluation of unknown triggers. Finally, we summarize the results and discuss the future prospects of this approach in the era of the Advanced LIGO 3 We focus on data from the fifth LIGO science run (S5) and the first Virgo science run (VSR1). The S5 data has been taken from the two LIGO detectors (H1 and H2) with 4 km and 2 km arms, respectively, in Hanford, Washington and a LIGO detector (L1) with 4 km arms, in Livingston, Louisiana. The VSR1 data has been taken from the 3 km arm Virgo detector (V1) at Cascina, Italy. Among the 22 short GRBs observed when at least two of the LIGO and Virgo instruments were operating during the first joint search (S5/VSR1), we select two GRBs, GRB070714B [4, [27] [28] [29] and GRB070923 [4, 30, 31] , which were observed by Swift satellite [32] and have corresponding GW data in three detectors, H1, L1, and V1 available, coincidentally. The availability of using GW data is determined by the requirements of both stable operation at the event time of a GRB and provision of sufficient data (40 minutes in minimum) for the estimation of background distribution. We summarise the observation information of GRB070714B and GRB070923, including the event time and the sky location, in Table I , and the characteristics of corresponding GW detectors in Table II. In the previous search [9] , the authors concluded that they could find no evidence of GW signals related to these GRBs, GRB070714B and GRB070923; the estimated false alarm probabilities (FAPs) for the selected GRBs were consistent with the noise hypothesis. The exclusion distances to the potential progenitors of a GRB with 90% confidence level were computed -3.2 Mpc to a BNS progenitor and 5.1 Mpc to a NS-BH progenitor for GRB070714B, and 5.1 Mpc to a BNS progenitor and 7.9 Mpc to a NS-BH progenitor for GRB070923.
With the given GRBs' observation information, we run the coherent search pipeline [14] , which has been used for a re- cent CBC-GRB search [10] , on the data from the sixth LIGO science run (S6) and the second and third Virgo science runs (VSR2 and VSR3). As a first step, the pipeline coherently combines the data from the three operational detectors, H1, L1, and V1. Next, the pipeline divides the combined data into several partial segments such as the on-source and off-source segments (see Refs. [9] and [10] for details of the segmentation). The on-source segment is [-5,+1) seconds around the event times of selected GRBs. The off-source segment is 1944 seconds of data around the on-source segment that does not overlap with the on-source segment. The coherent search pipeline performs matched filtering [12] on the data with the template bank of GW waveforms [13] . The products of matched filtering are called as triggers: the on-source triggers denote triggers that may contain a potential GW event candidate and the off-source triggers are believed to be noise artifacts originated by instrumental and/or environmental noises. The off-source triggers are used for the background estimation of the on-source triggers. These onand off-source triggers are characterized by several statistical quantities and physical parameters such as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), various signal consistency tests, and component masses of a binary system. The detection statistic [14] of the coherent search pipeline can be calculated with these quantities and the estimation of FAP becomes possible. Then, we determine whether an on-source trigger is a GW signal or not based on the estimated FAP.
The coherent search pipeline also adds simulated waveforms 5 to the off-source segment 6 and this procedure is referred to software injections. Then the search pipeline repeats the matched filtering on the software injected waveforms. The simulated waveforms for the software injection are generated 5 The template waveforms also can be called as simulated waveforms. However, the template waveforms are used only for the matched filtering. Thus, we use the term of simulated waveform only for the software injection to prevent confusion. 6 The on-source segment is not used in order to avoid any contaminations in the potential candidate GW event in the on-source segment.
by the spinning TaylorT4 waveform [33] code in the LIGO Algorithm Library (LAL) 7 with correction terms up to the 3.5 post-Newtonian order. In the generation of those simulated waveforms, several physical parameters such as the masses and spins of component objects (NS or BH), and the distance to the expected binary system need to be chosen. The details of choosing physical parameters and their distributions are discussed in Appendix A. From this procedure, we get software injection triggers which are separated into two categories. If there is a trigger found within in 100 ms of the time of simulation, we call that trigger as a found injection trigger [34] . While, if not, it becomes a missed injection trigger.
B. Training and Evaluation Samples
We configure two different sample sets, training and evaluation samples for the ANN. For the performance test, we take the found injection triggers and off-source triggers as the sets of signal samples, X S , and background samples, X B , respectively. With this notation, we define similar notation x S and x B to denote each sample of X S and X B , respectively, such as
where N S and N B correspond the total number of the signal samples and the background samples, respectively. In the preparation of samples for the performance test, the missed injection triggers are discarded because they are improper for the purpose of training ANN. Meanwhile, the on-source triggers are also not used for the performance test. However, we use the on-source triggers as another set of evaluation samples in order to find the most significant (or, equivalently, the loudest) trigger among them and to examine its significance. For the configuration of the input variables of the multidimensional sample data, we take the statistical quantities of the coherent search algorithm, which describes the characteristics of triggers and the physical quantities that characterizes the simulated waveforms of the binary system. Resultantly, in this work, we select 10 input variables: the three single detectors' SNRs (ρ H1 , ρ L1 , and ρ V1 ), coherent SNR (ρ coh ), coherent χ 2 -test value, new SNR (ρ new ) of the coincidence, coherent bank χ 2 -test value, coherent auto-correlation χ 2 -test value, and component masses, m 1 and m 2 for each trigger. The selected input variables are tabulated in Table III with brief descriptions (For more details, see Ref. [14] ). We plot the scatter plots of several input variables, the coherent SNR, the new SNR, the χ 2 -test value, and the component masses (m 1 and m 2 ) in Fig. 1 . From the figure, one can see that the distributions of statistical quantities have similar shapes between the NS-BH and the BNS model. The mass-related distributions for the signal samples are different, as expected given the injected ranges on masses for NS-BH versus BNS systems (Appendix A). The background samples are exactly the same for both NS-BH and BNS models because we use the same bank of template waveforms for both models.
III. CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE TEST USING ARTIFICAL NEURAL NETWORK

A. Artificial Neural Network
The ANN [17, 18] is a widely-used machine learning algorithm based on mimicking the biological neural system, which has been designed for artificial intelligence. This algorithm can be simplified with some mathematical models, which work as a black box system with data-driven input and output samples.
The implemented mathematical model includes nodes, a network topology, and learning rules adopted to a specific data processing task. Nodes are described by their number of inputs/outputs and the connection weights associated with each input and output. The network topology is closely related to the connections between the nodes. The learning rules represent how the connection weights are optimized. A node can be activated if the summed value of input nodes exceeds its threshold value.
Among various models of ANNs with different topologies, the multi-layered perceptron model [35] is widely used for its efficient classification. The model is composed of input and output layers as well as a few hidden layers in between. We present a simple schematic example of a network topology in In this example, the network topology consists of 1 input layer, 1 hidden layer, and 1 output layer. Each colored circle corresponds to a node. In this figure, xi, yj, and z k represent nodes and wij and w jk represent connection weights. In specific, bs are the bias nodes and w0j and w 0k are the connection weights from the bias nodes to the node(s) in next adjacent layers.
connected to the nodes y j in the adjacent hidden layer with different connection weights w ij . Then the value of y j is determined by an activation function f as
and N j is defined by a linear combination of the x i and b such as
where b denotes the bias node that makes the node y j activated and w 0j indicates the connection weight between the bias node in the input layer and the node y j . The activation function can be chosen in various options such as sigmoid, piecewise linear, step, and gaussian functions. Here, we choose the sigmoid function
which is the activation function chosen in Ref. [24] . From Eq. (??), one can see that the property of this sigmoid function is determined by the steepness s. Also, if many hidden layers are given in a network topology, similar processes are repeated until the connections will converge in the output layer.
In each layer, the learning algorithm finds the optimal connection weights between nodes. We particularly use the improved resilient back propagation (iRPROP) algorithm [36] , which minimizes the error between the output and the goal values. We choose the Fast Artificial Neural Network (FANN) library package [37] for machine learning and find optimal connection weights by controlling parameters such as the number of layers, the number of nodes in each layer, and so on, which are given in the library.
We construct a simple network topology with one input layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer. For our feature space of 10 input variables, we let 10 nodes be placed in the input layer and put the same number of nodes in the hidden layer. In the output layer, we have only 1 output node. Bias nodes in the input and the hidden layers are systematically placed with a value of 1.0 in our model. For the steepness s of the sigmoid activation function, we simply set it to be 0.5. These parameters are empirically determined by considering the computational expenses and the efficiency of the classification performance which will be described in Sec. III B.
When the network topology and other training parameters are fixed, we can train the ANN with the training samples which have preassigned classes either 1 for a signal sample or 0 for a background sample. The goal of the training process is to find the most optimal set of connection weights such that the error between the values assigned by the ANN and the target values of samples is minimized. In this work, the error is represented by the mean-squared-error (MSE) that is defined as
where N is the total number of samples and z Samples of known and unknown class can be evaluated deterministically by the trained ANN. The final z k value obtained after this evaluation process corresponds to the prediction of whether a sample is a signal or not. Hereafter, we call the final z k as the rank, r, of a sample.
B. Results
We introduce the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve in order to interpret the result. The ROC curve is obtained by calculating the efficiency and FAP which are defined as
where R denotes a threshold chosen among the ranks of evaluation samples. N S (R) and N B (R) in the numerators of Eqs. (7) and (8) are defined as (10) respectively, that is, the number of evaluated signal samples and background samples with scored ranks, r, exceeding a criterion rank value, R among all x When we compute Eqs. (7) and (8), we only have ∼ 2,000 -3,000 signal samples and ∼ 6,000 -7,000 background samples for the denominator N S and N B , respectively. Therefore, if the numerator N B (R) is 1, the minimum value of FAP becomes ∼10
−4 due to the number of background samples. That value corresponds to a ∼3.89-σ confidence level in a sense of the normal distribution. However, since we desire a confidence level of at least 5-σ (FAP of ∼10 −7 ) to confidently claim the detection of a real GW signal event, using only the samples from a single segment limits our ability to determine significance on the expected level. In order to reach this minimum FAP, we need to include more background samples. This issue is not addressed in this paper, but we discuss how we can increase the background samples for future work in Appendix B.
In order to fairly evaluate our classification efficiency, we split the full set of signal and background samples prepared in the previous section into training and evaluation samples via a round-robin process (see Appendix C for details). Then we train the ANN with the training samples and test the classification performance with the evaluation samples. When we train the ANNs with the training samples of NS-BH or BNS models, the minimum MSEs calculated from Eq. (??) are about 0.08 or 0.06, respectively, although we set the target MSE to be 10 −3 . 8 Under this condition, we repeat the training process to see how consistent the trained ANNs are in their classification of the evaluation samples. From 100 repeated trials, it is shown that the minimum MSEs are similar to the values stated above for all trials of both NS-BH and BNS cases. Then we evaluate the evaluation samples with each trained classifier. In Fig. 3 , we present a histogram of ranks scored on evaluation samples by using the result of evaluation trial #1 out of 100 trials. One can see that the scored ranks of both signal and background samples are widely spreaded between 0 and 1. This result shows that the ANN does not classify the given data clearly.
We also show the ROC curve of each trial in Fig. 4 . The ROC curves are given in the Fig. 4 by calculating Eqs. (7) and (8) by varying R in a range from R min with N B (R min ) = N B to R max with N B (R max ) = 1. In particular, if N B (R) = N B , Eq. (8) becomes 1 and this special point corresponds to the point at the upper-right corner of the ROC curves. On the other hand, N B (R) = 1 corresponds to the leftmost point, i.e., the minimum FAP of each curve. This variation in R is consistently applied to both N S (R) and N B (R). As one can see from the ROC curves in Fig. 4 , when we repeat the training and evaluation processes many times (100 trials in our case), we find that there are large variations in the efficiency below FAP of ∼ 10 −3 of each run: We find that when (i) the maximum rank of all background samples is greater than that of all signal samples or (ii) the number of signal samples exceeding the maximum rank of background samples is small, the efficiency at the minimum FAP is significantly decreased. On the other hand, when (i) the maximum rank of background samples is smaller than the maximum rank of signal samples and (ii) there are many signal samples exceeding the maximum rank of background samples, the efficiency can be increased at the minimum FAP.
Simple statistics such as mean and standard deviation can hardly represent either the distribution of efficiencies at the minimum FAP or the distributions of ranks for the given samples as shown in Fig. 5 . Therefore, in this work, we adopt the maximum likelihood ratio (MLR) which is shown to be an optimal method in obtaining a representative quantity for GW data [24, 40] .
The MLR for an n-th sample can be calculated by
where α denotes the trial (α = 1, 2, . . . , 100) and r α i indicates the rank of i-th sample in a trial α. As one can see from Eq. (??), we find the maximum value of the ratio between the probability of correctly finding a true signal (P 1 ) and the probability of finding a false signal (P 0 ). Thus, in our case, Eq. (??) can be rewritten as
In have similar values of MLR to the values of background samples and the rest of them are separated from the range of finite MLRs and take an infinite value. This tendency is consistently shown in all considered cases. The infinity MLR of signal sample can be easily derived from Eq. (??), i.e., if there are no background samples exceeding r n , then FAP(r n ) becomes 0 and it leads λ(r n ) to be infinity. Also, when we compare this Fig. 6 to the histogram of ranks in Fig. 3 , we see that the classification efficiency with the MLR is enhanced by the fraction of clearly separated signal samples.
With the MLR, the efficiency and FAP of Eqs. (7) and (8) are changed to
where (16) and the ROC curves with Eqs. (13) and (14) are drawn in Fig.  7 by varying Λ from Λ = λ B min to Λ = λ B max . From this figure, one can see that the ROC curves with the MLR are more or less similar to the maximum efficiency calculated via the rank given in Fig. 4 . Also, we see that ANNs' performances are improved by 5-10% compared to the detection statistic as expected from the histogram of Fig. 6 . Therefore, we conclude that the MLR-aided ANN can improve the classification performance.
Meanwhile, when we compare NS-BH model and BNS model of each GRB data, we find that the classification efficiency of the BNS model is better than that of the NS-BH model. To understand this difference, we look the scatter plots of m 1 vs. χ 2 in Fig. 1 . From the scatter plot of NS-BH model, one can see that the m 1 parameters of signal and background samples are distributed almost in the same region. On the other hand, the scatter plot of the BNS model shows that the m 1 parameters of signal samples have different distribution, that is, rather squeezed distribution compared to the distribution of background samples. From this comparison, we expect that if there are visible differences in the distributions of feature parameters, m 1 in this case, the classification performance of ANN is biased by the training samples.
IV. APPLICATIONS A. Detection Sensitivity on Distance
So far, we have demonstrated the applicability ANNs to classifying the samples generated by running the CBC-GRB coherent search pipeline on the selected data segments and have demonstrated the ANN's classification performance on the data classification via plotting the ROC curves.
In this section, we demonstrate the results of performance test in terms of an astrophysical observable, i.e., the distance. It is possible to estimate the detection efficiency as a function of the distance since we have set the distribution of possible distance range for the simulated signals.
Firstly, we define the number of found injection samples that is exceeding a criterion MLR, Λ T in a l-th distance bin
Here, we set Λ T to give 0.1% of FAP (or, equivalently, 3.29-σ confidence level). With Eq. (17), we define the fraction of correctly classified signal samples, P , for each distance bin, 
where the denominator denotes the total number of signal samples in a given distance bin and it is defined as
In order to get the appropriate numbers of both terms, N found inj (Λ T ) and N missed inj (Λ T ) in the right-hand-side of Eq. (19), we use the found injection triggers and missed injection triggers, respectively. We can see that if there are no missed triggers in a distance bin, namely, N missed inj equals zero, then
is easily derived from Eq. (19) and the right-hand-side of Eq. (18) becomes 1. With the calculated P (Λ T ), we draw the detection sensitivity vs. distances to the progenitor, as presented in Fig. 8 for the given distance bins. One can see that the signal samples injected in the close distance range ( < ∼ 10 Mpc) are mostly found injection events and the number of missed injection events gradually increases as the distance becomes larger. We also draw error bars assuming a binomial distribution with 1-σ confidence interval for each plotting point.
From Fig. 8 , we clearly see that the ANN is a more efficient tool in detecting short GRBs at large distances for a fixed probability of finding correctly classified signal events. The detectable distances at 90% of detection efficiency are summarized in Table IV . The distances in this table mean that, if a short GRB event occurs within this distance, the probability of detecting the GW signal associated with the GRB event is 90% at least. Thus, if the detection of a GW signal is successful and we can properly recover the distance parameter of the waveform of the GW signal, we can estimate the distance to the progenitor of the observed event, i.e., the common source of the GW signal and short GRB.
However, the distances summarized in Table IV are not the exclusion distance to the co-progenitor of a GW signal and a short GRB event. To calculate the exclusion distance, we need to take the errors such as error in the calibration of GW data and error in the amplitude of template waveform into account.
Thus, it is hard to directly compare our results to the exclusion distances given in the result of the previous search [9] .
B. Evaluation of Unknown Triggers
We would like to extend this work to the classification of unknown triggers. For this purpose, we use some triggers in a randomly chosen 6 seconds block of the buffer segment 9 to mimic an on-source segment 10 and evaluate them with the trained ANNs in the previous section. We believe that no triggers in the buffer segment are associated with any GRB.
The coherent search pipeline finds 37 triggers and 27 triggers, respectively, in each of the selected blocks in buffer segments of GRB070714B and GRB070923. We evaluate these triggers 100 times with the 100 sets of different connection weights as done in the previous section and then combine their ranks with the MLR. The distribution of calculated MLRs of the unknown triggers are plotted in Fig. 9 . When we compare this figure with Fig. 6 , it looks like all unknown triggers, even the loudest triggers, can be seen as either signal or background samples for both NS-BH and BNS model cases. From this comparison, we suggest a criterion: if the MLR of the loudest unknown trigger λ unknown is smaller than the loudest MLR of background samples λ B max , the loudest trigger is close to a background event. On the other hand, if λ unknown is greater than λ B max , the FAP becomes zero because the numerator of Eq. (14) becomes zero under this condition.
Meanwhile, the loudest triggers of the NS-BH and BNS models are different (7th and 21st triggers, respectively, among 37 triggers in the GRB070714B buffer segment and 7th and 15th triggers, respectively, among 27 triggers in the GRB070923 buffer segment). We examine these triggers more precisely by estimating the FAPs of the loudest triggers as drawn in Fig. 10 . Here, we have changed the entry of background samples from all off-source triggers to the selected off-source triggers which are the triggers having the loudest MLR of each 6 seconds block as done in Ref. [9] . 11 From this change, the number of reduced background samples, N B becomes 324 and Eq. (16) changes to
In Fig. 10 , we draw the FAPs of background samples as gray lines using Eq. (14) by varying from Λ = λ From these figures, we see that the FAPs of the loudest unknown triggers are placed on the line of FAPs of the background samples. If they were real GW signals, the loudest triggers should be placed out of the line of FAPs of the background samples, i.e., it should be placed in more left and upper area of the minimum FAP. 12 This result shows that those loudest unknown triggers are less significant than the loudest background sample and are not GW signals. Also, the calculated FAPs are 0.14 (NS-BH) and 0.21 (BNS) for the loudest triggers in the GRB070714B buffer segment and 0.46 (NS-BH) and 0.56 (BNS) for the loudest triggers in the GRB070923 buffer segment. Therefore, we conclude that we find no significant trigger in the selected 6 seconds block.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we have demonstrated the improvement on the search performance for GW candidate events related to short GRBs by applying the ANN machine learning algorithm to the data taken from the LIGO and Virgo detectors during S5 and VSR1. In this demonstration, we have aimed to increase the search sensitivity on GWs associated with short GRBs.
We used the GW data related to two test short GRBs, GRB070714B and GRB070923 and generated on-source, offsource, and software injection triggers by using the coherent CBC-GRB search pipeline. In particular, for the generation of the software injection triggers, we considered both NS-BH and BNS binaries as the progenitor of a GRB for the determination of component masses. We set the distributions of the distances to the progenitors to have different ranges depending on the detectors' responses at the given event time and/or on the type of binary system. We trained ANNs on found injection triggers and the off-source triggers as the signal and background samples, respectively. We evaluated the trained classifiers on the same events, using a round-robin technique to avoid a biased estimate of our efficiency. Each sample is described by the 8 statistical quantities and 2 physical quantities listed in Table III. The training process was done by minimizing the error between the observed value from a given ANN and the target values of samples. In this work, the error was calculated by the mean-squared-error (MSE), which is defined in Eq. (??). The calculated MSEs are about 0.08 and 0.06 for the NS-BH model and the BNS model, respectively, although we required that the target MSE to be 10 −3 . For this result, one can suspect that it seems that the training processes were stuck in local minima. However, recent works [38, 39] explain that there does not exist distinct local minima compared to the global minimum in the higher dimensional non-convex optimization. Thus, we were safe to evaluate samples with the trained networks.
With the evaluated and classified results, it was shown that the performance on data classification vary significantly be-tween the trained ANNs. We found that this variation resulted from the statistical variance in the ANN algorithm because ANN uses a randomly distributed initial input configuration. Therefore, we needed to mitigate the variation in order to get a reliable interpretation on our results. For the mitigation of the statistical variance, there are several possible ways of reducing the variance, for example, calculating ensemble average of ranks, taking median value, and computing maximum likelihood ratio (MLR). Among these ways, we adopted MLR because the other two methods are irrelevant for data like that shown in Fig. 5 . Also, the MLR method has already been shown to be an optimal method in obtaining a representative quantity for GW data in Refs. [24] and [40] . With this prescription, we resolved the variance in ranks and the classification performance by combining the results from 100 trials. We saw improved classification performance with MLR-aided ANN compared to the performance with the conventional detection statistic, achieving the goal that we aimed for in this work.
We extended the results of the MLR-aided ANN's classification performance to the estimation of the distance to the co-progenitor of a GW signal and a short GRB event. For the real search, we need to support the identification of a GW signal related to a short GRB event by recovering astrophysical observables such as the physical distance to the common progenitor of both GW and short GRB events. In practice, with the help of the observations on both short and long GRBs during recent decades, one can estimate the redshift of the event and estimate the distance to the source. However, measuring the redshift of short GRBs is not trivial, in general, because the duration time of afterglow of a short GRB is not long enough to perform spectroscopic analysis for measuring relevant redshift. Also, the uncertainty on the sky location occurred by the large field of view of the GRB telescope such as Fermi satellite [42] hinders the accurate measurement of the short GRBs' redshifts. So, we only know the redshift values for several short GRB events, e.g., 4 GRBs out of 22 GRBs analyzed for the Ref. [9] (refer to Table I in Ref. [9] ). Thus, if we can detect a GW signal related to a short GRB and if the detection efficiency as a function of the distances can be provided, we may obtain more accurate information on the distance to the source in addition to the redshift measurement. In this work, it was possible to estimate the detection efficiency as a function of the distance since we have set the distribution of possible distance range for the simulated signals. From the results presented in Fig. 8 and Table IV , we found that the detectable distance to the source of a GW signal at 90% of probability can be increased by ∼ 1.4% -16.5% compared to the distance calculated with the conventional detection statistic. Therefore, it is shown that the expected detection sensitivity calculated using the MLR-aided ANN's classification results allows us to observe more events occurring at farther distance than the conventional method.
We also evaluated unknown triggers. From this evaluation, we saw that the loudest triggers are placed on the line of FAPs of the background samples as shown in Fig. 10 . If they were real GW signals, the loudest triggers should be placed out of the line of FAPs of the background samples, i.e., it should be placed in more left and upper area of the minimum FAP. Thus, this result showed that those loudest triggers are less significant than the loudest background sample and are not GW signals. The estimated FAPs are 0.14 (NS-BH) and 0.21 (BNS) for the loudest triggers in the GRB070714B buffer segment and 0.46 (NS-BH) and 0.56 (BNS) for the loudest triggers in the GRB070923 buffer segment. Therefore, we concluded that we find no significant event with the MLR-aided ANN. We would suggest that this procedure is well worth application to the evaluation of on-source triggers in the future CBC-GRB searches.
Also, it was shown that the lowest obtainable FAP with the given background samples was much higher than the required value (≤ 10 −7 ) for a clear declaration on whether there is a GW signal in analyzed data or not. Thus, in order to lower the minimum FAP to the expected level, we need to have at least 1,000 times more background samples for future work by implementing such methods described in Appendix B. As an alternative method, extrapolating given distribution of FAP such as done in Ref. [25] can be adopted too.
In this section, we need to corroborate some physical parameters such as mass, distance, and spin that are used in the generation of simulated waveforms. These parameters represent various types of GW progenitors and the property of waveform itself. For the mass parameter, we consider two appropriate binary systems such as BNS and NS-BH as the sources of simulated signals based on the predicted event rates [45] . One can expect from the name of used waveforms for this software injection that they contain spin effect on the contrary to the template waveforms for the matched filtering process. With observed information and models [46, 47] we assume possible ranges of spin magnitudes for NS and BH as [0,0.4] and [0,0.98), respectively. Therefore, we set possible values of them to be uniform in given ranges with random orientation.
When we take the spinning waveform into account, the related important parameter for describing a binary system is the inclination angle which describes size of angle between the direction of the total angluar momentum and the line of sight to the observer because the strength of a GW to a detector can be varied depending on the angle. Many observations and models suggest that a GRB is generated by coneshaped outflow from a CBC system [48] [49] [50] . From these, it is supposed that when the inclination angle is placed within the cone it is possible to find a GW signal directly related to a short GRB. Thus, the pipeline uses four different half-opening angles, 10
• , 30
• , 45
• , and 90
• as possible sizes of cone and it allows the inclination angle to be distributed within the cone (for more details refer to Ref. [10] ). We only take 10
• for simplicity.
The range of distances to the progenitors are differently determined by the type of progenitor and applied with taking the detectors' sensitivities on given GRB's sky location into account too. To estimate the sensitivity, first, we need to calculate the antenna response, F [51]:
where F + and F × are the antenna factors of a detector for the '+'-and '×'-polarizations of a GW signal, respectively (for more details see Ref. [51] ). These F +,× represent the amount of sensitivity on each polarization of the incident GW signal. A GRB's event time and its sky location play an important role in the determination of the values of F +,× . The determined values of F +,× and F of each detector for the selected GRB are summarized in Table II . In particular, if the value of F is 1, one finds that the detector is at mostly optimal location for the putative GW source at that location. On the other hand, 0 value means that it is impossible to see any GW signals with that detector. When we obtain the antenna response F of each detector, we can calculate the volume-weighted average distance range D IFO [52] by simply multiplying F to the horizon distance D IFO h [43, 44] 
where IFO of the superscripts stands for interferometric observatories, H1, L1, or V1. The horizon distances D IFO h and volume-weighted average distances D IFO of relevant detectors for GRB070714B and GRB070923 are listed in Table V. From the values of D IFO , we can read the upper limit of reachable distance of each detector. That is, if a GW event is occurred within the distance limit at the given sky location, we may detect that event. Among the listed D IFO in Table V , in particular, we choose the second largest value as the decisive distance for the GRB070714B as done in Ref. [10] . Resultantly, applied distance ranges for the software injection are 2-30 Mpc for BNS system and 2-72.5 Mpc for NS-BH case. We also suppose that the sources of GWs are distributed in uniform within the ranges.
Appendix B: Increase Background Samples
For the issue of the lowering the minimum FAP, we may consider a method suggested by Ghosh et al. [53] to increase the number of background samples. The main feature of suggested method is adding more segments not far from the original segment. To take account this, they assume that the profile of background transients around given sky location are not much differ from the originally interesting segment. With this method, we seek additionally available segments via shifting original GRB's event time by sidereal days to get segments with the fixed sky location. From the shifting 10 sidereal days, such as from 1-to 5-days before and after the original event time of GRB070714B, we find that there are 6 more available segments. For the availability of segments, we check whether each detector includes the extended data or not. The information about additional segments are summarized in Table VI . From this table, one can see that the availability of additional segments are tested based on the type of GW detectors' network on each of the shifted sidereal days. As a result, we obtain at least 6 times more background samples and find that it is possible to lower the minimum FAP to ∼10 −5 (∼4.4-σ) with the increased number of background samples.
On the other hand, Clark et al. [54] also suggest that time slides of GW data could be used as an alternative method of getting additional background samples.
Appendix C: Round-Robin Process
In the preparation of input samples, we conduct a preprocess, called round-robin process, on the sample data before performing training process. The purpose of this preprocess is to mitigate the possibility of overestimation (or, equivalently, overtraining) which may be occurred by inadequate training with small or limited numbers of sample data. In order to successfully implement this pre-process and reduce the rate of overtraining, we prepare M sets of round-TABLE VI. List of available segments for GRB070714B. The day shifts are done based on the sidereal day. Because the GW data for this GRB was a triple coincident data of H1, L1, and V1, the available additional data segments are only 6 segments of the day-5, -3, -1, +1, +2, and +5. robined sample data by evenly dividing the whole samples of X S and X B into M different sets of X k S s and X k B s, where k = 1, 2, . . . , M , in the same manner: a set to be consistently composed of one-tenth of total signal samples and one-tenth of total background samples. When it is done, there are no overlaps between the samples in one set and the samples in other sets. Then, to make a pair of training and evaluation sets, we let one of total round-robined sets to be an evaluation set and rest of them be the pairing training set. Then, with the definition in Eqs. (1) and (2), we can get the first pair of an evaluation set E 1st and a training set T 1st as follows: 
